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• The SOURCEBOOK is an elegant, highly targeted direct mail project introducing 25 successful Fort
Lauderdale business & community leaders to 30,000 of the city’s most affluent residents.
• You will be featured in an informative, interesting and entertaining two-page feature article written and
photographed by The Colyer Group’s Professional staff; not an advertisement.
• The SOURCEBOOK creates trust, interest, and curiosity in a way traditional advertising could never do. By
putting a face to a business or organization, it becomes a neighbor and people like doing business with
people they know.
• One of the great benefits to qualifying for participation in the SOURCEBOOK is the credibility you derive
from being included with other successful business and community leaders.
• The SOURCEBOOK is the only targeted Public Relations tool of its kind containing no traditional
advertising.
• The SOURCEBOOK is not a magazine; it is an elegant full size (8.5” X 11”) coffee table reference guide to
local products and services that will remain in the home and shared by the entire family.
• Unlike local magazines with questionable distribution statistics, with the SOURCEBOOK you know it will
be distributed directly to 30,0000 of your most desirable potential consumers.
• The SOURCEBOOK is a community based Public Relations initiative by The Colyer Advertising & Marketing
Group who enjoys a 15-year history of success in the South Florida market.
• The SOURCEBOOK is not just about writing a check. Each participant is hand selected following a
personal interview.
• You will be given a working copy of your article and allowed full ownership of the materials for use in any
of your future marketing initiatives.
• You will receive an additional 50 copies of the Fort Lauderdale City Limits SOURCEBOOK for distribution
to your clients and friends free of charge.
• You will receive a $1,500 one year www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com membership. Your feature article
will be viewable online for one year.
• The expenses for the SOURCEBOOK project are divided evenly among the 25 participants.Your investment
is less than 1/4 the cost of mailing a postcard and includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Interview with the writer
Writing of the feature article
Photography
Creative
Printing
Postage
Mailing services
Database fees
One year FLCL.com membership
Fifty copies of the SOURCEBOOK

• Very Prestigious
• Very Targeted
• Very Affordable
• Very Effective

Meet Fort Lauderdale’s Business & Community Leaders

THE COLYER GROUP

954 566-6600 • www.colyergroup.com • 2800 E. Sunrise Blvd. 10F Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304

Sublime: adjective.
elevated

Etymology: Latin sublimis, literally, high,

1 a: lofty, grand, or exalted in thought, expression, or
manner b: of outstanding spiritual, intellectual, or moral worth c:
tending to inspire awe usually because of elevated quality (as of
beauty, nobility, or grandeur) or transcendent excellence.
© 2006-2007 Merriam-Webster, Incorporated, www.m-w.com.

Calling all carnivores—Nanci Alexander cordially invites
you to immerse yourself in an experience that will so infuse
your senses, so tantalize your palate, and so transform your
concept of vegetarian food that you’ll seriously reconsider
your position. Because for Nanci, it all comes back to one
determined focus: compassion for all those lovable creatures
with whom we share a delicately balanced planet.
Welcome to Sublime, offering a
beguiling arrangement of natural and
organic delicacies and spirits. Sublime
redefines vegetarian fare. Forget
images of brown rice and bland tofu,
of bean sprouts and greens. Here the
fare is an art form, really, with alluring
entrées that conjure up images of
lingering longer over a fine wine in
some exotic locale. Entrées with names
like Forbidden Black Rice Tempura and
Margherita Classico, an open hearth
flat bread. Or possibly the Chili Relleno
made with shredded seitan meat, black beans, quinoa, &
avocado cream. Next time try the Grilled Seitan Tenders
with plantains and spicy salsa verde. Food like this deserves
intimate conversation while it hints of an international
adventure.
Sublime. Fascinating food, exquisite environs, and a sense of
peaceful feng shui. Italian glass tiles, cascading water walls,
and exotic trees earned a “Top Restaurant Décor” from
Zagat’s renowned guide. And remarkably, 100% of profits
support animal welfare, a tribute to Nanci Alexander’s
passion.
It all started eight years ago with a dream; one that perfectly
suited Nanci’s relentless energy and colorful individuality.
The dream emerged when Nanci’s lifelong love of animals
grew into a passionate pursuit of caring and protection for
those who cannot speak for themselves.
Or perhaps it started long before, when the child Nanci
performed on Broadway under director Josh Logan of
South Pacific, Annie Get Your Gun, and Camelot fame. As a

student in Manhattan’s legendary Professional Children’s
School, a private day school for students pursuing careers
in the performing arts, Nanci flourished in an environment
that fostered independent thinking and flexible creativity.
She studied acting under the brilliant tutelage of leading
acting teacher Sanford Meisner, whose students internalized
his famous quotes such as, “The foundation of acting is the
reality of doing,” and “You know it’s all right to be wrong,
but it’s not all right not to try.”
Never fearing a challenge, Nanci’s young adulthood
included a stint on Wall Street, where her determination
and zest sparked the attention of a handsome broker
named Leslie Alexander, then an ambitious Wall Street whiz
and now the owner of the Houston Rockets basketball
franchise. The couple moved to San Diego where both
attended Western State Law School. And through it all,
Nanci experienced what could be called an awakening, as
her knowledge about animal suffering expanded into a
passion to try harder. To do something. To inspire change.
Independent thinking. Creativity. Education.
Determination. All of these qualities fuse
together into Nanci’s dream of promoting
respect and compassion for non-human
animals. In 1989 she founded the Animal
Rights Foundation of Florida, a non-profit
organization of more than 4,000 members.
Her desire to make an impact culminated
in the realization that unless people change
their lifestyle and stop eating meat, animals
will continue to suffer. She poured her
creativity into the evolution of the highest
order: Sublime. A place that proves plantbased food can melt in the mouth in pure,
delicious excitement. A place that earned four out of four
stars in the Sun-Sentinel; USA Today’s top 10 in the nation for
serving cuisine with a clear conscience; and the 2005 South
Beach Wine and Food Festival’s best restaurant in Broward
County. A place respected by locals, visitors, and celebrities
including Pamela Anderson, Paul McCartney, Alec Baldwin,
Alicia Silverstone, Florence Henderson and Bob Barker. A
place designed to “inspire awe usually because of elevated
quality (as of beauty, nobility, or grandeur) or transcendent
excellence.”
Truly Sublime.

Sublime Restaurant & Bar
1431 North Federal Hwy
Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33304
www.sublimerestaurant.com
954-539-9000
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Lou DePrima The Epic Group
Licensed Public Insurance Adjuster
It took a fiery bolt of lightning to change Lou DePrima’s life
forever. That was five years ago, and Lou has no regrets.
Life was good. After 30 years, Lou’s printing business was
better than ever. He enjoyed the work; after all, how many
people get a taste of everybody else’s business? He loved
the variety, the spice. Lou recalls the day he met with a
lingerie business owner to talk about a lingerie catalog,
and then met with a casket manufactuer. Definitely a mood
swing, and just the kind of day that made life so interesting.
An active, social guy, Lou enjoyed the camaraderie he’d
developed with local business owners, many of whom are
now longtime personal friends.
And then came the night of the storm. As Lou left the plant,
he noticed the darkening clouds brooding on the horizon.
But, hey—this is south Florida and storms are part of the
landscape. His only alarming thought was whether the rain
would interfere with the morning’s tee-time.
The night was young in the printing business; his was a
24-hour shop. When your largest press costs over a million
dollars, you’d better keep it running. Business was booming;
the press was clipping along. It was just like any other night.
Until 2:16 a.m.
At 2:16 (the time forever etched into memory), an abrupt,
high-voltage, random bolt of sheer atmospheric power
struck the plant, crippling the press and nearly shutting down
Lou’s business for good. How a split second of nature could
wreak such havoc remains a source of wonder to Lou. But
that split second turned into months of a bureaucratic, redtaped, lawsuit-worthy, paperwork bog of total aggravation.
The insurance company called it a power surge. Legal and
insurance technicalities aside, the bottom line meant that
they wanted to Band-Aid® the complex machine, in spite
of the manufacturer’s expert determination that a total
overhaul was necessary for the press to function correctly.
They had not counted on meeting Lou DePrima.
Oh, he’s social and friendly. But he also knows when he’s
right, and he knew a lightning bolt meant business wasn’t
over between his printing press and the insurance company.
After a hands-on, bulldog-tenacious fight, Lou walked
away with a 2.5 million-dollar claim and the satisfaction of
knowing he had achieved justice against the big guy. Lou vs.
the insurance company. Rocky vs. Apollo Creed, except this
time, Rocky wins and it’s no split decision.

· Lou knows what he’s doing. Not only did he walk through
a huge case himself, he’s been mentored by some of the
best insiders in his industry. And that’s after he pursued
schooling and certification in insurance adjusting.
· He’s mastered the business of business. After being
in a business that required knowing about other
businesses, Lou...well, he gets it. He understands. And most
importantly...
· Lou truly cares about helping people. And help is an
understatement.
Lou thrives on the satisfaction of sleeping better at night
after literally saving people’s lives—at least their financial
lives—from utter yet avoidable ruin. All because he knows
how to beat the insurance companies’ game of maximizing
profits by minimizing claims, even when those claims are
completely justified and right.
Like the printing company in Biloxi, drowning in the bayou
floodwaters of Katrina. No flood insurance, denied claim, but
Lou researched the loss and found that due to “proximate
cause of loss,”the storm’s rainwater simultaneously drenched
the plant through a ripped roof and a torn wall. He won the
claim and the printer received full compensation.
Or the woman whose husband died, and in her grief waited
a year and a half after a hurricane to try to obtain a claim.
Denied. Lou overcame a seemingly impossible situation and
helped her recoup the loss and rebuild her home.
Or the two elderly owners of a Jacksonville business, who
after running the business for 34 years lost everything in a
fire. After two months, they still had not received one dollar
from the insurance company. Their attorney called Lou, and
within 36 hours, he had obtained a $200,000 advance for
the old gentlemen. The following week he helped obtain
a $300,000 payment and in a short time had recouped the
total $1.4 million claim. Ah, sweet justice.
Lou has seen it all: damages from fire, windstorm, flood,
smoke, mold, plumbing leaks, and oh—he’ll never forget
that lightning bolt. With his stellar reputation as a public
adjuster, business is good. But for Lou, it’s not about the
business. Anybody can run a business. For Lou, it’s about
helping people get their life back. You just can’t put a dollar
value on that.
Lou DePrima
954-559-5662
www.loudeprima.com

Fast-forward to today, and Lou DePrima has found himself
a new line of work. He is now a Public Adjuster, an expert
on property loss who represents you, not the insurance
industry. His staggering success lies in the fact that:
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“We knew everything about heating and air conditioning,”
Roger says. “And we knew little about how to start a
business,” Sam adds. “But we knew one thing: we wanted to
deliver what we promised—and then some.”

Recipe for a brilliant business
Recipe: Custom Air Designs
Serves: thousands
Ingredients:
• One hands-on, tech-savvy A/C expert with a heaping scoop
of personality, a twist of humor, and a large dose of people
skills (may be found in leather on a Harley).
• One supremely skilled mechanical wiz with a side of
financial savvy and a dash of leadership (may be found
below surface in a SCUBA wetsuit).
• One passionate business philosophy—purposefully
producing highly trained, trustworthy technicians who
communicate well and make customers insanely happy—
who then refer all of their friends because they’ve never
seen service at this level before.
Note: Suggest using original ingredients, as substitutions
don’t measure up.
Instructions:
Mix well. Enjoy your new air conditioning system. Call your
mother, rave about it, and send her the recipe.
The rest of the story
Roger Campbell and Sam Block are solid, easygoing, casual
guys. Hands-on, make-it-happen guys who work hard (very
hard) and then relax well.
“I’m boring,” jokes Roger before describing his favorite
vacation. It’s a Harley Davidson® Fly & Ride, a program
where Harley owners fly to a destination, pick up a dealer’s
Harley, and tour in style. He and his wife head out west and
hit the road, clad in rugged leather yet still managing to
look respectable. Sam prefers the quiet underworld of the
sea. For twenty years now he and his son SCUBA dive most
weekends, spear fishing tonight’s dinner while enjoying the
camaraderie bonded by years of father-son time. Often you’ll
find business partners Roger and Sam heading south with
their wives for a Jimmy Buffet-style weekend in the Keys.
Life is good. Business is even better. Here’s why.
They were a natural match. Before Roger and Sam purchased
Custom Air Designs in 2003, they shared hours together on
the job. Both were seasoned professionals in every phase
of the HVAC business. Both were acutely aware of what
made good business sense. Each brought a unique talent to
the table. When their careers converged, Sam was general
manager and V.P. for a large air conditioning firm, specializing
in estimating and construction. Roger was a project manager
for the same firm, in charge of 120 employees. He spent his
days solving technical problems, soothing customers, and
cooling things down when temperatures rose (no pun
intended).

Like most smart guys, Sam and Roger sought wisdom from
others who knew more than they did. It was the previous
owner’s contact with an organization called Airtime 500 that
cemented their business philosophy into what it is today.
Airtime 500 offered them “the most powerful businessbuilding tools with the insight of the most successful HVAC
contractors in the country.” Through Airtime’s training
expos, mentoring relationships, and continuing education,
Roger and Sam established a set of customer service
principles that outshine any in the service industry.
“We want to provide cheerleader service,” said Roger. “We
want our clients to understand how far we’ll go—beyond
the extra mile—to be sure they are satisfied. And it doesn’t
happen without intentional, systematic training for each and
every employee. It starts from the moment we answer the
phone and extends to every service technician, every point
of customer contact. We’ve found that when we take care
of our customers and employees first, everything else falls
into place. We’re building a client-centered culture in this
company, and our clients have become our best marketing
tool. This is a word-of-mouth business.”
Beyond this culture of service, Roger and Sam leverage their
technical expertise including:
• Florida Power & Light Preferred Contractor status, meaning
they’ve successfully passed FPL’s rigorous courses in heat
load calculations and systems design;
• Design software that calculates each home’s unique
requirements, air flow, and heat gain—which means they
custom fit each system for maximum cooling. (In fact,
they’ve built a reputation for troubleshooting homes with
cooling problems.)
• Hard-earned experience. There probably isn’t an A/C
problem they haven’t already encountered—and solved—
before.
Top-notch service and experience add up to one outstanding
recipe for a business. But we’ve left out a few other incredible
ingredients:
• Confidence…through their Straightforward Pricing™ with
no hidden fees or hourly overtime—ever. (Not even on
weekends or holidays!)
• Security…by using only pre-screened technicians who are
background tested and certified drug free.
• Perks…with unique club plans and top-priority service.
For a small monthly fee homeowners enjoy maintenance
discounts and top-of-list priority, which comes in handy in
the peak of Florida summers.
Wow. These guys do it all.
Custom Air Designs
954-785-9128
www.customairdesigns.com
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Barry G. Roderman, Esquire
Attorne y At La w

After nearly 40 years practicing law in South Florida, Barry
Roderman has lived a life that most of us can only dream
about. Conversations with a U.S. President. Dining with
international royalty. Trying a case on national television to
jury verdict. After all, he’s a prominent trial attorney; who
else shares lengthy relationships with successful business
leaders, top politicians, as well as persons charged with
serious white-collar crimes.
But meet Barry today over a cup of coffee or on the 18th
hole, and you’ll instantly be at ease. You feel comfortable
with a man who is comfortable with himself; a man whose
top priority has been raising well-adjusted children, for a
time as a single dad with sole custody. Oh, and his second
priority? To practice law with every ounce of energy, every
nuance of human intuitiveness, fully equipped with every
resource necessary to build a case and gain the innate trust
of client, judge, and jury alike.
Even before high school, Barry knew he wanted to become
a lawyer. Roots of this drive stemmed from his father’s
relentless influence. A son of Russian immigrants. Barry
epitomizes those things that make us proud about America.
This is a guy whose heritage taught—no, demanded—that
you work hard. You do better. You make a life for yourself; get
a good education; and college? You go to college to learn,
son. So Barry left his small country hometown with a few
possessions, and an entire arsenal of old-world ethics and
honor.
At Ohio State, he worked hard, was awarded the Firestone
Cup by his fraternity (ZBT) for the most outstanding
freshman, played hard—despite his father’s warnings—
embraced life. Barry studied conscientiously, but his natural
intelligence meant that high grades came easy. His affable
smile and fraternity life gave him plenty of time for pretty
girls and lively parties. Barry soon fell in love and married
young. He was 20.
Then came a flurry—a hectic pace—now nearly a blur of
bittersweet memories. Western Reserve Law School, passing
the Ohio and Florida Bar Exams, President of the Young
Republican Club, and an intense schedule as a new assistant
public defender. Barry’s marriage ultimately resulted in
divorce and he was left with the custody of his two young
children. Determined to raise them well, after a few years,
he withdrew from political life and focused on raising his
family. Now, years later, Barry is remarried, a devoted father
of four, and a grandfather.
Time has been good to Barry Roderman, Esquire. Those
early qualities of honesty and integrity burned deeply into
his persona and practice. Barry’s peers have awarded him
top rankings and recognized his professional excellence
for ethics, reliability, diligence, and preeminent legal
abilities. His love of life and work combined with a fierce
competitiveness have earned the respect of clients, judges,

and fellow attorneys for his trial successes. His trial experience
ranges from criminal to complex civil, with numerable
successes in high-profile, media intensive cases. His firm,
Barry G. Roderman and Associates, P.A., is based out of Fort
Lauderdale, although his client base extends nationally.
Barry’s firm is recognized for its strengths and leadership in
civil cases of every type as well as for the defense of various
hand picked criminal cases in both State and Federal District
courts. With his carefully selected staff, the firm’s broad scope
of expertise reaches into practically every area an individual
or business could possibly need. Areas of practice include:
• Complex commercial litigation involving fortune 500
companies as well as governmental entities, many resulting
in 8 figure verdicts.
• Family law in all of its forms and intricacies. The firm handles
pre- and post-marital agreements, divorces, child custody,
visitation, child support, and various Family Court cases of
varying degrees of complexity.
• Personal injury related to life’s unfortunate events. Whether
accidents, injury, malpractice, abuse, product liability,
discrimination, or defamation, the firm attends to the needs
of the client to mitigate negligence and suffering. With a
policy of contingency fee agreements, clients incur no outof-pocket expenses.
• The defense of economic fraud, and white-collar crimes.
With a stellar reputation in defense law, Barry has become
highly respected in this area.
For each case, Barry and his staff examine every possible
fact with an incredible attention to detail, and draw from
a veritable storehouse of experience and knowledge to
aggressively represent their clients. Barry’s passion for
excellence has been well-honed in every case, and imparted
to each and every staff member. “Even a losing set of facts
can turn into a winning case in the hands of a seasoned trial
lawyer with a client able to afford the cost of justice today”,
says Barry.
As his father insisted, Barry has worked hard—and truly
earned his fine reputation as a winner of favorable verdicts
and substantial settlements. Other than pride in his children,
his greatest passion is pursuing excellence in his practice.
From humble beginnings to the peak of his career, Barry
Roderman loves nothing more than giving it everything,
preparing for that day in court, striving for the satisfaction
of knowing he gave his ultimate best—and enjoying the
sweet victory of success. Top it off with a round of golf, and
you’ve found a man who is deeply satisfied.

Barry G. Roderman
500 West Cypress Creek Rd. Suite 370,
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33309
www.barryroderman.com
Phone: (954) 761-8810
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Shopping, Dining, Entertainment, & Professional Services
Free Membership To www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com

Cypress Creek Rd

Your participation in the SOURCEBOOK
includes a $1,5oo one year membership
to www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com. Your
feature article will be available Online for a
period of One year.

• www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com is a
community based Public Relations initiative
designed to introduce successful Fort
Lauderdale business and community leaders
to Fort Lauderdale residents.
• You will be featured in an informative,
interesting and entertaining feature article
written by one of The Colyer Group’s
professional writers; not an advertisement.
• www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com creates
trust, interest, and curiosity in a way traditional
advertising could never do. By putting a face
to a business, it becomes a neighbor and people like doing business with people they know.
• www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com is the only targeted online Public Relations tool of its kind and contains no
traditional advertising.
• One of the great benefits to qualifying for participation on www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com is the credibility
you derive from being included with other successful business and community leaders.
• www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com is a produced by The Colyer Advertising & Marketing Group who enjoys a 15year history of success in the South Florida market.
• www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com is not just about writing a check. Each participant is hand selected following
a personal interview.
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33334

Dixie Hwy

• www.fortlauderdalecitylimits.com is
promoted through the Fort Lauderdale City
Limits SOURCEBOOK, online pay-per-click
campaigns and various traditional advertising
channels to ensure targeted web site traffic .
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Distribution: 30,000
Distributed by: Direct Mail
The Fort Lauderdale City Limits
SourceBook is mailed to 30,000 of
the most desirable addresses in Fort
Lauderdale.
The criteria for Sourcebook recipients
are household income, home value
and zip code.
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